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    The Trident Volume Ten

The Year End and New Year Issue

The Bodhivastu Foundation for Enlightened Activity would like to thank each and 
every one of you who have put their offerings, efforts, and prayers towards the realization 

of this great aspiration to establish the Great Mandala for World Peace.  Everyone has 
worked so hard with pure intention and excellent results.  

It is wonderful to watch our community growing steadily and joyfully in the knowledge 
that we can truly make a difference in this complex and often confusing world.  We look 

forward to your continued support and involvement as the project unfolds.
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H.E. Garchen Rinpoche Blesses Bodhivastu Project

On Nov 30th, 2012, Lama Rangbar, and two Bodhivastu board members, Maya Sponder 
Sherpa and Janette Carlucci, had an auspicious audience with H.E. Garchen Rinpoche.  During 
this beneficial meeting, Rinpoche briefly explained to us more of the benefits of making stupas 
and also offered his guidance to all of us working for the project’s success.  Rinpoche stressed 
that prayer is a very important and powerful tool to create the circumstances for projects such 
as these.  In particular, Rinpoche suggested that we accomplish as much Tara practice as 
possible as a group.  Not only our close Bodhivastu group but anyone who knows about the 
project and wishes to help in any way.  In his own words: “If everyone accumulates Tara’s 
mantra or prayer as a group, then for sure you will be able to accomplish this project.”

The more we progress in this large project, the more we become open to seek and find the 
blessings and guidance of the great masters who are with us today.  

Lama Rangbar had this to add:
 “His Eminence Garchen Rinpoche is without doubt one of the greatest Bodhisattvas of our 

times and his compassionate blessings are as palpable as a restorative breath in our lungs.  His 
main message?  Compassion, the altruistic enlightened mind to benefit others, is everything.   
With this one focus, anything can be accomplished.

Since this enlightened mind we call Bodhichitta is itself the essence of the stupa mandala we 
are all working so hard to manifest, we shouldn’t be surprised that it is the beginning, middle 
and end of our journey.”
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Request for accumulation of Tara’s mantra and prayer:
As per the suggestion of  H.E. Garchen Rinpoche that we all accumulate as much Tara prayer and  her 
mantra as much as possible, we are now  taking the count of the accumulations. The concise  prayer 
(next page) extracted from a Terma text of Dudjom Lingpa, can be done as much as possible followed 
by the Tara Mantra.  Our immediate goal is to accumulate:  700,000 of  the Tara prayer and 2,100,000 
Tara mantra.   Please send in your accumulation counts to: janette@bodhivastu.org

mailto:janette@bodhivastu.org
mailto:janette@bodhivastu.org
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Sapana Shakya’s Visit to Nepal

The Deity Tara plays a huge role for both the Bodhivastu Great Mandala for World Peace and also for 
our personal lives.  For both reasons, Sapana paid a visit and offered butter lamps and made aspiration 
prayers for the project’s success to three important shrines in the Kathmandu Valley, including her 
family’s native Tara shrine in Itum Bahal, the Shrine of  Seto Machhendranath (White Avalokiteshvara), 
Swayambhunath Janma Dwar (The gate of Birth) and Boudhanath Stupa.  See the pics below:

Offering butter lamp to the Shrine to Three Taras, Yellow, White and Green Tara respectively.

White Avalokiteshvara                      Boudhanath Nyingma Monlam           Birth Gate (Swayambhunath)
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Blessed Stupa Models:

In order to spread the blessing energy of 
the Bodhivastu Great Mandala for World 
Peace and to embrace everyone in 
meritorious activity, Bodhivastu will be 
making special limited edition models of 
the proposed Bodhivastu Stupa / Mandala 
based on Boudhanath Stupa in Nepal.  
Each of these models will be consecrated 
with mantras and relics and in particular, 
will be imbibed with blessed lime and brick 
powder from the original Boudhanath 
Stupa in Nepal as a direct connection to 
this powerful source of blessings.  These 

sacred substances were offered to 
Bodhivastu by the Chairman and Vice-
Secretary of the Boudhanath Association 
of the Chiniya Sherab Dorje Lama,  and 
Kiran Kumar Lama, specifically for the 
purpose of this project.  These beautiful 
models will be made in a limited number 
only.
  !        
The Bodhivastu Great Mandala for World 
P e a c e n e e d s y o u r s u p p o r t a n d 
participation in order to manifest.  Those 
wishing to make a donation of $750 and 
above will receive a handsomely crafted 
and consecrated model of the stupa.

Making offerings for those passed away

Each tradition has various rites and ceremonies that aim to benefit those who have passed away.  One 
reason for this is that many of us seem to put off our practice and acts of generosity until it is too late.  In 
the Vajrayana Buddhist tradition, it is very important to do our best to assist those passed away by 
accumulating merit and dedicating it to them so that they have an extra auspicious boost or connection to 
the stream of enlightenment.

Since those who have passed away can no longer perform these actions for themselves, we can perform 
the acts of pilgrimage to sacred shrines and repositories of enlightened representations of body Speech and 
Heart of the Buddhas on their behalf.    In the west, there are precious few opportunities to accomplish this 
and the Great Mandala for World Peace is designed to avail many immense opportunities for these acts of 
devotion and generosity. 

Simply by recalling the project and making aspirations with folded hands, one can form the connection 
to the enlightened stream of pure blessings and bring about the causes for countless beings to move 
beyond states of suffering and confusion.  Along the way there are so many chances to support the project 
such as purchase of the land, support for the ceremonies, relic tours that bring about great blessings in each 
location visited, and also by the stupa / mandala model making of actual miniature Boudhanath Stupas.

TAYATHA PANTSA DRIYA AWABODHA NAYA SVAHA
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A Prayer to the Stupa of Jarung Khashor in Boudhanath
by Jamyang Khyentse Chökyi Lodrö

Namo guru!

This great stupa symbolizing the dharmakaya,

The sublime wisdom mind of all the buddhas,

Shines bright like the sun throughout all the realms of existence and quiescence—

‘Great Liberation Upon Seeing’, to you I pray!

Precious reliquary piled high with sacred relics,

Such as the ringsel of the buddha Mahakashyapa,

Which arose from the noble aspirations of the dakini Samvari—

Supreme representation ‘Wish-Fulfilling Jewel’, to you I pray!

The Abbot, the Precious Master and the Dharma King

Made their aspirations here to spread the Buddha’s teachings to the North—

To this field for the accumulation of merit among gods and human beings,

I prostrate in devotion!

Before you, I make offerings, I confess my misdeeds and I rejoice in virtue;

I implore the masters to teach and to remain without passing into parinirvana;

And I dedicate all my merits to the infinity of beings throughout the vast reaches of 
the universe.

May the Buddhadharma flourish and may the lives of its holders remain secure!

May the turmoil of this age be pacified and may the splendours of happiness and 
virtue increase!

May everyone—male and female, living or dead—who has any connection with you

Be brought swiftly to supreme and unsurpassable awakening!

This aspiration was made by Chökyi Lodrö in the presence of the sacred stupa itself.

Translated by Adam Pearcey, 2005
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Extolling the Virtues of Sangha the Spiritual Community, by Lama Rangbar

Sangha, or spiritual community of practitioners, has become a very hot topic of our hemisphere.  
On the one hand, we live in a time when Buddhism is just taking root in the west and Sangha in 
the USA for example, has not really developed fully as a part of our culture as it would be lets 
say in Asia.  The ordinary communities in the west are not even extremely strong to begin with 
since we really tend to focus on our individual freedom and in a way, detachment from our 
surrounding communities.  We watch our own TV (maybe even more than one TV in one house) 
and we rarely borrow sugar from our neighbors. If we even know who they are at all.  This 
isolation becomes a source of anxiety since we are not sure “where we are at” in terms of the 
collective and humanity.

At the same time that this isolation arises, the potential for its opposite also arises.  Since 
humans are naturally gregarious, we seek community.  We seek the protection of the community 
and the reassurance of a community.  Community forms around several seed causes such as 
location, ideology, basic physical needs and likeness of interests.  It is probably safe to say that 
in the west, there is a strong sense that something is missing.  If we collapsed due to  dire 
circumstances, who would help us?  We cannot exactly pinpoint what is making us feel so 
uneasy. Since we know all that we do with our lives is a kind of investment, we feel that what is 
especially lacking is a community that offers a set of guidelines for a good life with true meaning 
and purpose.  I think this is why people often come to me seeking what the purpose of their 
lives are.

The tradition of Vajrayana Buddhism places focus on the Lama and the transmission of the 
teachings.  But many people in the west seem to feel suspicious of holy figures. Unfortunately, 
as a result, some equate “pure vision” (the feature of Vajrayana which necessitates seeing the 
Lama and practitioners as Buddhas for example) as a kind of white-wash or self-deception to be 
avoided. Whereas it is possible that fear of abuse of power is sometimes justified, if taken too 
far, no significant respect can be given to the vast body of knowledge, wisdom and skill 
cultivated and maintained by lineage holders.  Particularly in the Vajrayana, we have a root 
requirement of developing and maintaining pure vision, not only to the teacher but to our 
Dharma brothers and sisters as well.  If we cannot do this, it is not really reasonable to expect 
the results of this spiritual vehicle. So having a Sangha, is a great blessing and deserves our 
love, effort, investment and sacrifice too. The Sangha also gives us the opportunity to develop 
compassion, trust and kindness and see how well we are doing not only as an individual but as a 
collective.  This collective strikes upon the heart of our interdependent phenomenon and gives 
us confidence that we are balanced.  Eventually one could come to trust a teacher through this 
vehicle, of which the teacher is also a part of.  

We’ve all heard the expression; “Invest in your friends”. Unfortunately, our friends, as beloved 
as they may be, often don’t tell us the dark truth about us which we sorely need to hear.  The 
teacher therefore, has the loathsome task of laying things naked so we can correct our faults.  
In Asia, the teacher’s body is also considered to be the Sangha. He does not represent himself, 
he represents all beings and is therefore trustworthy. Without some avenue or commitment for 
recognition of our faults, it would be difficult for us to monitor ourselves since we feel we have 
many good reasons to blame circumstances and those around us for our problems and lack of 
progress on the path.  The Sangha is therefore completely worthy of our devotion, respect and 
investment.
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“Build a replica of me in America!”

This is not the usual sort of instruction from a stupa, even one as renowned as Boudhanath in Nepal, but 
this was the instruction given to Lama Rangbar and Lama Leki. A new stupa on the scale of Boudhanath 
hasn’t been done in perhaps one thousand years, maybe longer.  And Boudhanath itself was built at the 
height of Buddhism in India when Dharma Kings protected the people, the Dharma flourished, and there 
was prosperity throughout the land. So from the perspective of ordinary, afflicted mind, building such a 
stupa is a crazy idea. A hundred different reasons could be imagined from our minds based on fear, 
attachment, aversion, and the three or five poisons. Contemplating such a project with that as their basis, 
would make the process very difficult.

So long as we continue to envision failing at creating peace between ourselves, locally, regionally, and 
even world-wide we’ll certainly attain that goal. The mind is a wish-fulfilling jewel! We say we want peace, 
yet keep strangers at a distance. We say we want prosperity, yet rarely part with a few dollars to the 
homeless person, or even for a great stupa.

This world system has very few Dharma kings and wealthy patrons of the Dharma as in the days of old. 
The responsibility for maintaining and increasing the Dharma has fallen to ordinary practitioners who live in 
a degenerate age, and even in prosperous lands, life is filled with afflictions and difficulties. The specter of 
war isn’t a grim possible future, but the unending present for many people around the world.

While our karma may be deteriorating, leading to the increase of disease, sickness, suffering and warfare, 
it is necessary to plant the seeds for future positive karma through our practice of the six paramitas today. 
There is no other cause. I’m sure that those more knowledgeable than I in the Teachings of the Buddha 
will confirm this.

I’m sure many of us know the story of the past life of Buddha Shakyamuni when he was actually born in a 
hell realm and was able to practice compassion for another sentient being. This brought him great benefit 
and freedom from that life, even though that was not his aim. His aim was to help another. The world we 
live in is far from being such a place as that, but there are many places where the suffering of beings is 
very great. So our own efforts to benefit other beings, in many different ways, including building a great 
stupa such as Bodhivastu will be of benefit to ourselves as well. The difficulty of the times we live in now, 
will generate even greater merit and virtue due to the bodhicitta we arouse now.

The activity of Buddhas is not limited by space, so such a stupa as Bodhivastu will be able to benefit 
beings both near and far. So even though the stupa is not physically close to one’s home town, it’s benefit 
will be very great. The relics that have been collected over the years for this are very powerful and carry 
great blessings. Many Tibetan Buddhist lamas have offered their blessings to this project. So it is not like 
a crazy lama has said “I’ll go build a stupa.” It is much more like Guru Rinpoche has said “Ordinary 
sentient beings! Arouse your bodhicitta! Gather your virtue! Drop by drop add it to the ocean of merit that 
will be the Bodhivastu stupa and lead beings away from suffering!” And I have complete faith in Guru 
Rinpoche that his instructions are unfailing and that we ordinary beings can create such a magical stupa. 
So I continue to contribute whatever small monetary amounts I can, as well as mantras, prayers, and 
aspirations. May all beings benefit!

This was written by an insignificant practitioner of the ancient tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, Pema Yeshe, in 
upstate New York, 2012, year of the Water Dragon, at the request of Lama Rangbar who asked me to write a 
few words of whatever came to my mind about our times, the stupa, and my relation to it.  
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Funding and Testament News:
We are close to having sufficient funds to purchase the selected land for Project.  We have 
raised around $900,000.00 combined donations and committed loan!  To meet our goal to 
obtain the land, WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!!!  Please support us with any amount you can, 
small or big, get the words out to your community, get involved and be part of the process 
creating peace within and to the world.  You can also make a monthly or yearly pledge.  For 
online pledges, please visit: www.bodhivastu.org/donations 

No amount is too large or too small.  Your support also goes to support of “relic tours” which 
tend to draw in larger crowds and larger donations.  If you would like to arrange a relic tour to 
your location, please contact the Bodhivastu Board Secretary, Janette Carlucci at: 
jvcarlucci@aol.com 

If you do not have funds, you can participate with YOUR SKILLS. The Bodhivastu Foundation 
seeks skilled individuals to support project elements such as graphics, fundraising, legal, Web-
based outreach and social networking, video/audio production, editing, etc. Please contact 
sapana@bodhivastu.org to see how your skills can best serve the project.

To see letters of blessing and support for the Maha Bodhivastu Great Mandala for 
World Peace please go to: 

From His Holiness Sakya Trizin Rinpoche:
http://www.bodhivastu.org/bodhivastu_affirmations5.html 

From His Eminence Garchen Rinpoche:
http://www.bodhivastu.org/bodhivastu_affirmations4.html 

Memorials
Several members of our community and or their loved ones have passed away this year.  We are listing these supporters 
or family members and loved ones of those who passed and are tied to the Maha Bodhivastu Stupa Mandala project’s 
field of merit accumulation and stream of blessing.  Since the entire purpose of this project is to facilitate the two 
accumulations of merit and wisdom, we hereby dedicate the merit of our activities to these people in particular and all 
beings in general.  

	
 	
 Loving Mother of Lama Rangbar: 	
 	
 	
 Rose Janet Friedensohn 
	
 	
 Loving Father of Caroline Falk:	
 	
 	
 	
 William Tell
	
 	
 Aaron Falk’s loving Father:	
 	
 	
 	
 Daniel Allen Falk
	
 Leo Shapiro’s Loving Mother, Father and Sister:              Blanche and Murray Shapiro and Joan  Augustine
                           Sapana Shakya’s Loving mother:	
 	
 	
 Subhadra Shakya

By this activity of dedication, may they all awaken into the heart of enlightenment and if this cannot happen instantly, 
may they return with a precious human rebirth to work for the benefit of all beings and eventually achieve the state of a 
non-returner.
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